
SCOPE OF INTERNAL AUDIT (FARMS)
(A) PRODUCTION

1. Procurement of seeds from producers and suppliers :- It should be
ensured that there is no pool and cartel by suppliers/producers. Further, it
should be ascertained that the guidelines issued by the Corporation regarding
publication of NIT, 21 days notice period, provision for negotiation as per CVC
guidelines, no overwriting and cutting in the quotations, security/EMD deposits,
compromise with tender conditions, are duly followed.

2. Examine the Application of Procurement Rates as approved by Head
Office :- To ascertain whether the procurement rates declared for the season
and amendments issued from time to time by HO are implemented invariably.

3. Booking of IDP notes :- It is to be ensured that IDP notes are booked on time
and no IDP notes should be left pending for booking, since it would have
negative impact on availability of stock as per the software besides not
depicting the true picture of purchases.

4. Growers’ Advance and its recovery :- It is to be ensured that advances to
growers were released as per Company’s policy and are invariably recovered
from the IDP notes. Growers’ Advances outstanding for more than 4 months
should be reported.

5. Analysis of shortfall of raw seed from the Farm as well as growers:-
Based on the estimated yield of the crop/varieties of production programme as
organized, in the case of shortfall in receipt of the raw seed from the
Farm/growers, analysis for shortfall in must be worked out by production
department. Internal auditor must ensure the analysis of shortfall and
corrective action taken by the production department wherever shortfall is
reported.

6. Procurement and Consumption of fertilizers & Pesticides :- Whether
required level of fertilizers & pesticides were procured and no abnormal stock
is piled up. Whether the consumption of fertilizers & Pesticides is as per norms
and the reasons for variations if any.

7. Seed rate norms:- Confirm whether the utilization of seed per hectare is within
the norms/practices.

8. Proceeds of Orchards:- Confirm the recovery of proceeds of orchard as per
the auction.

9. StandingTrees:- To ensure whether proper records are maintained as per
policy for the standing trees and actions are taken for disposal at appropriate



time following the procedures of the Company. Also comparison of sale
proceeds with respect to the book value of standing trees.

10.Land Utilization in Farms:- Whether the cultivable land is fully utilized for
production either through own procedure or through outsourcing. In case of
outsourcing: (a) Whether the outcome of yield is as per agreed terms and
Farm has not incurred any loss due to outsourcing. (b) Whether the charges
have been recovered for the infrastructure facilities utilised, as per agreed
terms.

11.Comparison with Targets:-
 Area: - Less area coverage in comparison to targets given.
 Production: - Low production and productivity in comparison to targets.

12.Utilization of Labour: - Utilization of labour per hectare in comparison to
norms.

13.Failure of Crop:- Reasons for failure of crop and remedial action taken.

14.Sale of Fire wood:- Whether old stock of firewood are lying and procedures
followed for auction of firewood.

(B) MARKETING

1. Examine the Rate at which seeds are transferred to other units:- The
rate at which seeds are transferred to other units should be checked to see
whether it is as per the policy of the Corporation.

2. Movement of stock :- Whether the movement of seeds are carried out within
the prescribed time limit. Whether a procedure is in place to identify slow
moving and obsolete stock and whether it is properly followed to identify and
dispose off the slow moving/obsolete inventory.

3. Analysis of Condemned Seeds :-
 Check whether the stock position of carry over seeds is reviewed

periodically by the RMs and sent to HO to ensure that older seeds lots
are disposed off first.

 Check whether the carry over seeds are stored in a proper manner in
the Area Offices.

 Check the register in the Area Offices which shows the entry for
sanitation and prophylactic measures undertaken at regular intervals to
preserve the physical quality and viability of seed well above the
prescribed seed standards till stocks are completely disposed off.



4. Disposal of Condemned Seeds :-
 Check whether proposals are sent in the prescribed format to HO for

approval.
 Check whether after receiving the approval from HO the sub-standard

seeds having salvage value are disposed off timely as non-seeds by
inviting tender or dumped/burned for sub-standard seeds having no
salvage value.

(C) FINANCE & ACCOUNTS

1. Statutory Compliance :- Whether the statutory provisions under Income
Tax Act, Payment of Wages Act, Professional Tax Act, PF, ESI, Excise, VAT,
Service Tax and Custom Act, are complied with in timely manner.

2. Tax Updates:- Both Direct and Indirect tax updates may be intimated to the
concerned Farm and HO whenever there is a change in tax structure.

3. Cash and Bank Book :- Whether cash and banking transactions are
recorded timely and there exists a system for proper authorization.  Whether
banking transactions are reconciled on monthly basis. Whether cash is
deposited in time in the bank account.

4. Inter-unit reconciliation :- Check the monthly Inter Unit reconciliation
statement.

5. All Expenses Heads to be reviewed:- Whether all the expenses are booked
under proper heads of account and are with the approval of the approving
authority. Abnormal expenses if any, to be reported.

6. Bank charges:- It should be ensured that no bank charges are levied on inter
unit transfer of funds from Head office to Regional office and vice versa.

7. Debit/Credit Balance Confirmation :- Whether debtors and creditors’
balances are confirmed on yearly basis.

8. Salary bill :- Accuracy and correctness of data needs to be checked in the
salary bill.

9. Outstanding Recoverable in Staff Advances :- Whether staff advances
under various heads like TA advance, contingent advance, festival advance,
pay advance etc. are recovered promptly. Abnormal dues if any, to be
reported.

10. Insurance of Cash :- Whether cash in chest and in transit is sufficiently
insured all the time.



11.Vouching :- 100% Vouching is to be ensured particularly in respect of
procurement and sale of seed. Checking of bills and payment made to
transporters are also required be done on 100% basis.

12.To check and report very old recoverable/payables still lying in the books of
account.

(D) ESTABLISHMENT

1. Payment to Staff :- Whether guidelines issued by HO with regard to payment
of salary, wages, TTA and leave encashment are followed and whether there
is proper system of deductions for PF, professional tax, insurance premium
and staff advance etc.

2. Verification of Service Book and Leave Record :-Whether service book is
entered properly and posting of leave availed are periodically entered in the
leave register. Staff attendance to be strictly maintained on daily basis and
whether action taken in case of abnormal attendance.

3. Verification of Manpower/Transport Contract & Security contract at
farms:-Whether there exists any pool and cartel by labour/transport
contractors.  The guidelines issued by corporation regarding publication of
NIT, 21 days notice period, provision for negotiation (as per CVC guidelines),
overwriting and cutting in the quotations, security/EMD deposits, compromise
with tender conditions, are followed.

4. Check with Farm Director, whether the staff posted under him are fully utilized
and nobody is excess/idle.

(E)    ENGINEERING

1. Processing Capacity Utilization

 Seed processing capacity available with the region. Whether it is utilized
upto 100% or more, in case utilization is less than 80% suitable reasons
are required for non-utilization.

 Quantity of seed processed by custom hiring processing and steps taken
for minimizing as compared to previous year. Whether custom hiring done
without utilising own processing plant (when available for processing) in
the same or nearby location at any time, through which additional cost has
been incurred.



2. Storage Capacity Utilization

 Seed storage capacity available in the region. Whether it is utilized upto
100% or more, in case utilization is less than 80% suitable reasons
required for non-utilization.

 Quantity of seed stored in hired godown and steps taken for minimizing
custom hiring as compared to previous year. Whether hiring done without
utilizing own godown (when space available) in the same or nearby
location at any time, through which additional cost has been incurred.

3. Status of Civil and utilization works in progress:- Whether the execution is
as per the contract. In case of deviation, whether proper approvals are in
place. For delays whether reasons are recorded.

4. Applicability of liquidated damages on civil work/purchase of materials, etc.

5. Physical verification of POL items including fuel dispensing unit.

6. Verification of validity of registration and payment of taxes for
vehicles/bus/tractors, etc.

7. Verification of proper utilization of Farm machineries.

8. Whether any abnormal expenditure incurred towards repairs & maintenance.

(F) STOCK AUDIT AND PHYSICAL VERIFICATION

1. Besides carrying out the Physical verification at the area offices on quarterly
basis, annual physical verification of stock and fixed assets is required to be
carried out in the last week of March i.e. 26th March to 31st March. In the
report, Unit of measurement for all items need to be mentioned compulsorily.

2. All the stocking points/Area Offices/Regional Offices are to be covered.

3. All the types of inventory such as certified seeds, foundation seeds, breeder
seeds, condemned seeds, sub-standard seeds, packing and certification
materials and fixed assets items are to be covered.

4. All the entries made in stores ledger/fixed assets Register are to be verified.



5. Physical Verification of stock/fixed assets/standing trees at Farms is to be
carried out with reference to quantities available as per respective ledgers and
any shortage/excess is to be reported.

6. Physical verification of obsolete/condemned machinery and surplus spares at
the farms and whether efforts are being made to dispose them off.

7. Stock position of spare parts and construction material to see whether there is
any excess stocking.

8. Whether log book of vehicles are properly maintained on daily basis.
Discrepancies if any, to be reported.

9. Proper utilization of machinery like tractors & combines. Whether hiring of
farm machineries are done only at the time when own machineries are fully
under operation, as per requirement, and with the approval of Head Office.

(G) MATERIALS MANAGEMENT DIVISION

1. Verification of inventory for certification, packing and treatment material.

2. To check if the indent of packing material is as per Production/Marketing plan
and available stock is being taken into account.

3. Condemnation of bags should be carried out in time.

4. To check whether required level of packing materials, Fertilizers & pesticides
are procured and no excess quantity is available in stock.

5. To check whether the procurement of packing materials, fertilizers &
pesticides are made after exhausting the inventory available.

(H). GENERAL:

1. Bank Guarantee: It is to be verified with reference to its validity with respect to
the relevant transaction as per agreed terms. It is also to be checked whether
any register is maintained for it. Abnormal cases to be reported. To check
whether timely action is taken for extension to cover the period as per
agreement.

2. To check whether the Farm has complied with all the office orders/circulars
issued by HO.



3. Compliance of observations in previous Audit reports is to be ensured.
Repeated observations not complied to be specifically highlighted.

4. Any other important observations noticed/come across during the course of
audit.


